Enrich your summer with these Classic Reads:

**The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket** by Edgar Allan Poe
A man stows away on a whaling ship headed for the South Pole only to endure mutiny, starvation, cannibals, and the ocean’s horrors. **FIC POE**

**20,000 Leagues Under the Sea** by Jules Verne
A French professor and his two companions sail above and below the world’s oceans as prisoners on the fabulous electric submarine of the de-ranged Captain Nemo. **J VERN**

**Love in the Time of Cholera** by Gabriel García Márquez
In an unnamed Latin American locale, an enduring passion is consummated after more than fifty years. **FIC GARC**

**The Awakening** by Kate Chopin
In the late nineteenth century, a married woman and mother of two forges new relationships that make her question her conventional life; set in New Orleans and a fashionable island resort outside of the city. **FIC CHOP**

**Death on the Nile** by Agatha Christie
Young, beautiful, and rich, Linnet Doyle sparks the interest of Belgian sleuth Hercule Poirot when she and her new husband take a cruise on the same ship as he, and he senses trouble in paradise. **LT CHRI**

**The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy** by Douglas Adams
Arthur Dent, the last survivor on Earth, embarks on an offbeat, galaxy-hopping tour of the universe under the guidance of a galaxy tour-guide writer. **SF ADAM**

**Tender Is the Night** by F. Scott Fitzgerald
The marriage of the glamorous Dick and Nicole Diver slowly disintegrates over time. Set on the French Riviera. **FIC FITZ**

---

Watch for these hot new releases perfect for your summer reading pleasure!
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Adult Fiction:

**Stiltsville** by Susanna Daniel
Chronicles one couple’s life-changing meeting at a Miami wedding and their life together in South Florida in an other-worldly community on the Biscayne Bay. **FIC DANI**

**When Captain Flint Was Still a Good Man** by Nick Dybek
In this shout-out to *Treasure Island* set in an island community dependent on the king crab trade, a young man is forced to make an impossible decision. **FIC DYBE**

**Amy & Roger's Epic Detour** by Jennifer Bradbury
Follows the lives of four Nantucket high school students in the aftermath of a fatal car accident. **FIC HIAS**

**Metro Girl** by Janet Evanovich
In the company of NASCAR driver Sam Hooker, Alexandra Barnaby braves humidity, mob hit men, and Florida bugs as she races to rescue her troublesome younger brother. **MYS EVAN/LT MYSS EVAN/CD BOOK EVAN**

**Summer in the South** by Cathy Holton
After a personal tragedy, Ava plans to spend the summer relaxing at the home of an old friend, but hidden family secrets threaten to mar her retreat. **MYS/LT MYS HOLT**

**Sanibel Flats** by Randy Wayne White
"Doc" Ford lives a quiet life on Sanibel Island, but then an old friend is murdered and Doc must revisit his secret past to locate a kidnapped boy in Central America. **MYS WHIT**

**The View from Castle Rock** by Alice Munro
A collection of 12 short stories tracing several generations of Munro’s Scottish ancestors. **FIC MUNR**

**Swamplandia!** by Karen Russell
With no adult in sight and their family’s Florida Everglades alligator-wrestling theme park doomed, the 3 Bigtree children struggle on their own. **FIC RUSS/LT RUSS**

**The Republic of Love** by Carol Shields
A 40-something, thrice-divorced late-night-radio talk show host and a never-married 35-year-old woman who researches mermaid folklore alternately relate the complications that ensue after falling in love on sight. **FIC SHIE**

**Summerland** by Elin Hilderbrand
Follows the lives of four Nantucket high school students in the aftermath of a fatal car accident. **FIC HILD**

**Romance:**

**Summer at Seaside Cove** by Jacqueline D’Alessandro
Jamie flees her high-stress life in New York for a summer at a North Carolina island retreat, but family drama follows. A fling with her sexy landlord might be just the distraction she needs. **FIC DALE/LT DALE**

**Thief of Hearts** by Teresa Medeiros
After being kidnapped by Captain Doom, admiral’s daughter Lucinda Snow remains fascinated by her father’s mysterious nemesis. Features secret identities, high-seas adventure, and laugh-out-loud humor. **KLU/OverDrive E-book**

**Mystery/Thriller:**

**One of Those Malibu Nights** by Elizabeth Adler
Intervening on behalf of a distraught woman who is holding a gun in the doorway of a Malibu beach house, private investigator Mac Reilly finds himself in possession of the gun and searching for the woman when she later goes missing. **LT MYS ADLE**

**Moby-Duck** by Donovan Hohn
A journalist recounts his whimsical journey to track down thousands of bath toys lost in the ocean. **$51.46 HOHN**

**Lost in Shangri-La** by Mitchell Zuckoff
The untold story of a World War II rescue mission where a plane crash in the South Pacific landed a trio of U.S. military personnel in the jungles of New Guinea. **$40.54 ZUCK**

**Shift** by Jennifer Bradbury
When best friends Chris and Win go on a cross-country bicycle trip the summer after graduation and only one returns, the FBI wants to know what happened. **J BRAD**

**Hot Summer Reads for Kids & Teens**

**The Lifeguard** by Deborah Blumenthal
Sixteen-year-old Sirena, still struggling with her parents’ divorce, falls in love with a mysterious lifeguard. Ages 13 and up. **J BLUM**

**Swim the Fly** by Dan Calum
Three nerdy guys’ summer plans to see a girl naked and impress the swim team’s hot new girl lead to embarrassing and comical situations. Ages 14 and up. **J CALU**

**Unbreak My Heart** by Melissa Walker
Clementine is not happy about spending the summer confined to a sailboat with her family, but on the trip she finds new perspective and—possibly—a romance to heal her broken heart. Ages 12 and up. **J WALK**

**I Will Save You** by Matt de la Peña
Seventeen-year-old Kidd runs away to work at a California campsite, but past secrets and the intervention of an old “friend” lead to a deadly situation. Ages 14 and up. **J MATHS**

**Dead End in Norvelt** by Jack Gantos
Despite being grounded, Jack still manages to have a memorable summer filled with bloody noses, underage driving, Hells Angels, and a suspicious number of dead people. Ages 10 and up. **J GANT/CD J BOOK GANT**

**Chomp** by Carl Hiaasen
When a reality TV star disappears while filming an episode in the Florida Everglades, Wahoo and Tuna Gordon set out to find him. Ages 10 and up. **J HIAS**

**Amy & Roger’s Epic Detour** by Morgan Matson
On a carefully planned road trip from California to Connecticut, traveling companions Amy and Roger take a few detours. Ages 14 and up. **J MATS**

**Knock Yourself Out with These Great Summer Reads!**